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Tagine means both the container, the typical terracotta dish, and its contents. The TAJINE was

born in North Africa, Morocco. All the dishes prepared in the TAJINE are called TAJINE (for

example: chicken tagine and lemon, TAJINE with small weights and artichokes, TAJINE

fish ...).The sealed lid allows the ingredients to steam.The lid ball makes it easy to lift to check

cooking or add ingredients.Once the TAJINE is ready, place it on the table and remove the lid

in front of the guests.By its shape, the base facilitates the service of the dish.In Morocco,

traditional TAJINE is cooked (or rather cooked) in a (KANOUN). This small stove (kind of

barbecue), round terracotta, which is filled with charcoal is used to support the TAJINE. The

embers of hot coals give a low and regular temperature, essential element to the sweet and

long cooking tagine.on this book you will enjoy many of tagine recipes that prepared with meat,

chicken or fish.

About the AuthorMichael Phillips is the president of Jamestown L.P., the owner of Chelsea

Market and the author of Chelsea Market Cookbook. He attended the American University in

London and serves on the board of the James Beard Foundation. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.
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book should be transmitted or reproduced in any form whatsoever, including electronic, print,

scanning, photocopying, recording or mechanical without the prior written permission of the

author. All the information, ideas and guidelines are for educational purpose only. The writer

has tried to ensure the utmost accuracy of the content provided in the book, all the readers are

advised to follow instructions at their own risk. The author of this book cannot be held liable for

any incidental damage, personal or even commercial abused by misrepresentation of the

information given in the book.Readers are encouraged to seek professional help when

neededINTRODUCTIONWhat is TAJINE?The word "TAJINE" is a masculine word (TAJINE).

The TAJINE is a utensil of original shape. It comes from the name of the traditional Moroccan

cooking pot very particular built in glazed terracotta resistant to high cooking temperatures and

has a conical lid in which cook food, meat, vegetables and spices to smother.Tagine means

both the container, the typical terracotta dish, and its contents. The TAJINE was born in North

Africa, Morocco. All the dishes prepared in the TAJINE are called TAJINE (for example: chicken

tagine and lemon, TAJINE with small weights and artichokes, TAJINE fish ...).The sealed lid

allows the ingredients to steam.The lid ball makes it easy to lift to check cooking or add

ingredients.Once the TAJINE is ready, place it on the table and remove the lid in front of the

guests.By its shape, the base facilitates the service of the dish.In Morocco, traditional TAJINE

is cooked (or rather cooked) in a (KANOUN). This small stove (kind of barbecue), round

terracotta, which is filled with charcoal is used to support the TAJINE. The embers of hot coals

give a low and regular temperature, essential element to the sweet and long cooking

tagine.PRINCIPLE OF COOKING IN A TAJINEThe shape of the TAJINE lid (conical)

determines the operation of the TAJINE. The lid ensures, in fact, that the condensation falls

back each time in the dish and that the dish remains soft and melting. Another advantage of

the conical shape: the lid remains cool in principle since it is far from the heat source. Normally,

you can remove it with your bare hands.Beware of decorative tagines! Note that not all

TAJINES in which one can cook, many are for decorative use. So, let yourself be well advised

by people who know it. Some TAJINES do not resist direct heat. They are supposed to serve

nice serving dishes.COOK WITH TAJINETake your time!This Mediterranean cooking method is

a little comparable to the preparation of a traditional stew. The dish needs time and needs to

cook long enough. The preparation must remain for a long time over low heat. Cooking meat

and other ingredients in TAJINE, at least if it is fire-resistant, also takes place over medium

heat. Otherwise, the TAJINE may burst. Practice a few times!The TAJINE can be an ideal dish

for a nice evening with friends. At the end of the afternoon, you prepare the dish and then you

cook it over low heat. It is not only well presented but will keep its heat as long.Typical TAJINES

include lamb tagine with almonds, chicken TAJINE with lemon candied, fish TAJINE ...

Moroccan cuisine is characterized by sweet and sour marrying and uses many spices fresh.

Like other cooking methods, TAJINE is great for experimenting and you can totally bring your

personal touch. The recipes are only a base, from which we can deviate as we see fit.Can you

still cook in a TAJINE? In principle yes, but as this method of cooking takes time, often we will

use tagine on occasions, for dishes that cook quickly. If you do not have the time, you can

always use a pot (presto, casserole). We can then transfer the food into a TAJINE and place it

in the center of the table for a user-friendly presentation. In the end know that TAJINE also

tastes better once warmed. Do not hesitate to cook it in advance!All that would make you want!



It goes from the simple egg to the most elaborate meat stew! In addition, the cooking in the

tagine is very healthy, as the vegetables cook with the smothered, which preserves intact flavor

and benefits.BASIC TECHNIQUE OF TAJINESThe instruction manual usually includes some

tips to respect for the first use. Ask people who know you or your dealer.If you do not use a

cooking pot but rather the tagine terracotta, put the tagine on a very soft fire or if you are afraid

to burn it, interpose an iron plate. And most importantly, be careful not to open before the end

of cooking.In general, the cooking time depends on the meat that is used. But as an indication,

a fish tagine requires between 1h15 and 1h45 of cooking time. A chicken tagine requires

between 1h30 and 2h and a meat TAJINE requires between 1h30 and 2h30 of cooking time.

For the latter or in any case, if you are in a hurry, cook in a pot (casserole, presto) marinated

meat before transferring in the tagine with vegetables.The cooking process in the TAJINE takes

place from the inside to the outside. Arrange the ingredients to cook longer in the center.

Specifically, you usually place the meat in the middle, with the vegetables around.Regardless

of the recipe chosen, the basic tagine technique remains the same and is similar to the

preparation of a stew:Cut the meat into pieces of equal size for even cooking.In the TAJINE or

a large pot, heat olive oil.Sauté chopped onion, or any flavor that is specific to the recipe.Brown

the meat in the oil in turn. (Do not fry the fish, which will instead be placed on the mixture of

herbs, spices and liquid when cooked.)Add vegetables and spices.Cover with water, bring to a

boil, and reduce heat and cover.Simmer at least an hour over low heat. The longer the TAJINE

is cooked slowly, the softer and more fragrant it will be.It is sometimes necessary to add

ingredients during cooking: follow the recipe for this purpose.CONTENTS1. �TAJINE OF MEAT

WITH ALMONDS2. �MEAT TAJINE WITH ONIONS AND RAISINS3. �TAJINE OF MEAT WITH

GREEN OLIVE BROKEN (MESLALLA)4. �TAJINE OF MEAT WITH CAULIFLOWER5. �LAMB

TAJINE WITH OLIVES AND MUSHROOMS6. �TAJINE OF MEAT WITH WILD ARTICHOKES7. �

MEAT TAJINE WITH ONIONS AND TOMATOES8. �MEAT TAJINE WITH PEAS AND

CARROTS9. �TAJINE DE COINGS AU MIEL10. �TAJINE OF MEAT WITH BEANS11. �MEAT

TAJINE WITH THISTLE (GUERNINA)12. �MEAT TAJINE WITH PEAS AND CARROTS13. �MEAT

TAJINE WITH AUBERGINES14. �MEAT TAJINES WITH PEPPERS15. �MEAT TAJINE KEDRA16. �

TAJINE OF MEAT WITH DATES17. �TAJINE ESSAOUIRA WITH SEVEN VEGETABLES18. �

TAJINE OF MEAT WITH PARSLEY19. �CHICKEN TAJINE WITH CUMIN20. �CHICKEN TAJINE

WITH OLIVES AND CANDIED LEMONS21. �CHICKEN TAJINE WITH CARROTS22. �CHICKEN

TAGINE WITH CHICK PEAS23. �RANCID BUTTER CHICKEN TAGINE (SMEN)24. �CHICKEN

TAJINE WITH PEARS25. �CHICKEN TAJINE WITH CANDIED APPLES26. �CHICKEN TAJINE

WITH MUSHROOMS:27. �TAJINE COCKEREL WITH APRICOTS AND PINEAPPLE28. �TAJINE

COCKEREL WITH PRUNES29. �M'CHARMEL CHICKEN TAGINE30. �TAJINE OF SHRIMPS

WITH ZUCCHINI31. �SQUID TAJINE32. �TAJINE DE CONGRE AUX OIGNONS ET AUX

RAISINS SECS33. �FISH TAJINE WITH MUSHROOMS34. �TAJINE OF LEAN WITH

CHERMOULA35. �FISH TAJINE WITH PEPPERS36. �FISH TAJINE WITH CANDIED

TOMATOES37. �FISH TAJINE WITH FENNEL AND CELERY ROOT38. �FISH TAJINE WITH

POTATOES AND PEPPERS39. �TAJINE OF RED MULLET WITH ONIONS AND TOMATOES40. �

FISH TAJINE WITH OLIVES41. �KEFTA (minced lamb) TAJINE WITH OLIVES42. �CHICKEN

TAJINE WITH CARAMELIZED PEARS1. TAJINE OF MEAT WITH ALMONDSIngredients for

4 to 5 people:- 1 large chopped onion- ½ teaspoon of oil-

3 cloves of minced garlic- Salt- Pepper- 1 teaspoon

of ginger- ¼ teaspoon of paprika- Some pistil of pure saffron-

         1 kg of meat
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